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An intense flux of ions and electrons from the jovian magneto sphere both alters and erodes 
Europa's surface, producing a tenuous atmosphere. This chapter discusses the physical proc
esses that create and remove the atmosphere, such as ion erosion (sputtering) , radiation-induced 
chemica l alteration of the surface (radioly sis), and atmospheric loss processes such as ionization 
and pickup . Special emphasis is placed on ongoing modeling efforts to connect atmo spheric 
properties to surface composition. Models are at present constrained by a small number of obser
vations, but a future mission to Europa has the potential to detect even trace atmospheric species. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Europa has a tenuou s atmosphere, which, unlike that of 
Titan, Io, or Callisto, is only marginally collisional. Because 
the atmosphere is quasi-collisional, it is often referred to as 
an exosphere. Alternatively, and more relevant to the present 
discussion, it is also called a surface boundary-layer atmos
phere (Johnson, 2002), i.e. , as at Mercury , the Moon , and 
Ganymede, the interaction of the ambient gas with the sur
face determine s its composition, local column density, and 
morphology. All molecule s and atoms in the atmosphere 
are quickly lost either to space or the surface, and lifetime s 
are measured in minutes to days , depending on the species. 
Neutrals that escape Europa's gravity mostly remain gravi
tationally bound to Jupiter in a toroidal-shaped cloud with 
peak den sities near Europa 's orbital path. 

depending on the ice fraction in the surface (Shematovich 
et al., 2005; Smyth and Marconi , 2006). However , Europa 
orbits in a region of the jovian magnetosphere in which the 
trapped plasma density and temperature are relatively high, 
and its surface is exposed to the so lar EUV flux. This ra
diation chemically alters and erodes the surface with the 
ejecta populating the atmo sphere, as seen in Fig. I. These 
processes are often lumped together using the words sput
ter-produced atmosphere, by analogy with the industrial 
process in which gas-phase spec ies are produced from re
fractory materials by plasma bombardment, but the indi
vidual pro cesses are discussed in the following. 

Early laboratory sputtering data by Brown, Lanzero tti, 
and co-workers (e.g., Brown et al., 1982) were used to pre
dict the principal atmospheric component, 0 2, and its av
erage column density (Johnson et al., 1982). These predic
tions were confirmed over a decad e later (see chapter by 
McGrath et al.). Since loss of H2 accompanies the fom1a
tion and ejection of 0 2 from ice (Johnson and Quickenden, 
1997) and it escapes more readily than the heavier spec ies, I 
H2 is the principal species in Europa's neutral torus. There 
are approximately three times as many molecules and atoms 

Since gas-phase species are readily identified both in sifu 
and by remote sensing, Europa's atmosphere is of interest as 
an extension of its surface. If this atmosphere was only pop
ulated by thermal desorption (i.e., evaporation), it would 
consist only of trace volatiles that would be rapidly de
pleted, plus a small subso lar component, <- I 012 H20/cm2 
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Fig. 1. See Plate 24. Schematic of Europa's interacti on with Jupiter's magnetosphere (Johnson et al., 2004). Ions and electron s trapped 
by Jupiter 's magnetic field alter and erode the surface, producing a tenuou s atmosphere composed mostly of 0 2 with an extended neutral 
torus of primarily H2. 

in this toru s than in Io 's neutral torus (Smyth and Marconi, 
2006). This torus is both a primary source of proton s for the 
jovian magnetosphere and an obstacle to the inward diffu s
ing energetic plasma that significantly affects the properties 
inside of Europa's orbit (see chapter by Paranicas et al.). 

Models for the surface composition, the radiation flux 
to the surface, and laboratory data have been used in at
mospheric simulations in order to interpret the available ob
servation s, to refine predictions of Europa's atmospheric 
structure and composition, and to suggest which sputtered 
species , other than water products, might be detectable by 
an orbiting spacecraft. Although the only other neutrals 
identified to date are sodium and potassium, modelin g has 
shown the importance of the interaction of returning atoms 
and molecule s with Europa's porous regolith (Leblanc et 
al., 2005; Cassidy et al., 2007), i.e., in a nearly collisionless 
surface-boundary-layer atmosphere, redistribution and loss 
to the surface compete with other loss proces ses such as 
pick-up (where a newly ionized particle is swept away by 
the moving magnetospheric plasma), direct escape, and 

escape of hot (fast) dissociation products. In this chapter 
we review the modeling of Europa's gravitationally bound 
atmosphere and neutral cloud. Our principal interest is in 
the morphology of the atmosphere and the relationship 
between its composition and Europa's surface composition. 
The possibility of detection of atmospheric species, either 
remotely or in situ by an orbiting spacecraft, is considered, 
and their potential relevance to Europa's putative subsurface 
ocean is discussed. 

2. SUMMARY OF PRESENT KNOWLEDGE 

2.1. Atmospheric Observations 

The first observations of Europa's atmosphere were made 
by Hall et al. (1995) using the Hubble Space Telescope 
(HST) (see chapter by McGrath et al.). Based on the ratio of 
atomic oxygen line intensities at 1304 A and 1356 A, they 
concluded that the emissions resulted from electron impact 
dissociation excitation of 0 2 in Europa's atmosphere. Space 
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Telescope Imaging Spectrometer observations indicated that 
thest{ emissions were spatially inhomogeneous (McGrath 
et al., 2004; Cassidy et al., 2007). 

The Imaging Science Subsystem on Cassini obtained a 
series of images of the trailing hemisphere while Europa 
was in Jupiter's shadow (Porco et al., 2003; see chapter by 
McGrath et al.). Limb brightening in those images indicated 
atmospheric emission and the Ultraviolet Imaging Spectro
graph (UVIS) detected both hydrogen and oxygen (Hansen 
et al., 2005). The sharply peaked O 1 1356 A emission line 
suggested 0 2 emission near the surface, while the broader 
1304 A emission line suggested a tenuous extended atomic 
0 component. While no variability was detected in the at
mosphere on timescales comparable to the rotation period of 
Jupiter's magnetic field (10 hours) , they did measure inten
sity differences between observations made six days apart, 
suggesting temporal variability in the atmosphere or the im
pacting plasma. 

Observations of Europa's ionosphere can constrain both 
the surface composition and the escape rate, since freshly 
formed ions are picked-up by the magnetic field and can 
be swept away (see chapter by Kivelson et al.). The radio 
signal from the Galileo spacecraft to Earth on the inbound 
and outbound portions of four occultations showed iono
spheric refraction during seven of the eight observation op
portunities (Kliore et al., 1997). The ionosphere was found 
to vary both longitudinally and with Europa 's local time 
(orbital position with respect to the Sun). The maximum 
electron density of - 104 cm-3 was observed over the trail
ing hemisphere. The measured scale height , 240 ± 40 km 
for alititudes less than 300 km, and 440 ± 60 km for alti
tudes above 300 km, differed significantly from the 20-km 
sca le height predicted for 0 2 (e.g. , Shematovich et al., 
2005). The nondetection occurred over the down stream 
hemispher e near the center of the plasma wake. Although 
not confirmed by modeling , it was suggested that presence 
of a detectable ionosphere required the trailing (upstream) 
hemisphere to be partially illuminated. From these obser
vations, Europa has an anisotropic ionosphere with electron 
densitie s that reach -10,000 cm-3 near the upstream hemi
sphere surface. 

Using the Galileo PLS instrument, Paterson et al. ( 1999) 
found maximum ion den sities of about 40 cm-3 near the 
closest approach altitudes of 700 km and 600 km on the E4 
and E6 flybys. Thi s is several times higher than the average 
ion densities near Europa's orbit. Pickup ions correspond
ing to H+, H2 and mass 16- 19 amu (H20 +, H30+, OH+, and 
O+ could not be distinguished) were detected downstream 
of Europa on both flyby s. Using the Galileo PWS instru
ment, strong enhancements in electron density, including a 
value of 275 cm-3 in the downstream wake region during 
the El I flyby, were reported (Kurth et al., 2001), as were 
ion-cyclotron waves associated with pickup ions. Using the 
Galileo magnetometer , ion -cyclotron waves in Europa's 
magnetospheric wake were associated with 0 2, Na+ and/or 
Mg+, Ca+ and/or K+, Cl+, and Cl- (Volwerk et al., 2001). 
These ion-cyclotron waves are generated by freshly pro-
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duced ions in a moving plasma and , since these species 
were detected near Europa, they are presumably represen
tative of the surface composition. 

2.2. Radiation Environment 

Properly modeling Europa's atmosphere requires under
standing the state of the plasma flowing through it. The 
undisturbed plasma depends on Europa's position in the Io 
plasma torus. Because of the 0.13 R1 offset and 9.6° tilt of 
Jupiter's magnetic dipole , Europa 's magnetic coordinate L, 
defined as the distance from the dipole center that a mag
netic field line crosses the magnetic equator, varies from 
9.4 R1 to 9.7 R1 as a function of magnetic longitude. In 
addition, near Europa , plasma is convected back and forth 
across magnetic field lines as it moves around Jupiter by 
an east-west electric field , and the magnetic field lines are 
distorted by an azimuthal current sheet centered on the mag
netic equator and stretching to -50 R 1. Therefore, Europa 
sees a plasma flux that varies with its local time and mag
netic (System III) longitude. 

Unlike the cooler, denser plasma near Io, the plasma near 
Europa is too tenuous to produce emissions bright enough 
for groundbased observations. Using Voyager data, Bagenal 
(1994) produced a two-dimensional model of the plasma 
that extends to Europa's orbit. At Europa 's mean L shell 
(9.4 R1) , the electrons were described in the centrifugal 
equator by a cold component with nc.c = 130 cm-3 and Te,c = 
18 eV and a hot component with nc,h = 3 cm-3 and Tc,h = 
190 eV. Assuming a longitudinally symmetric torus centered 
on Jupiter's dipole, the electron density varies between 
- 70 cm-3 and 160 cm-3 over Jupiter 's rotational period. 
Nondipolar effects and variable plasma sources affect these 
numbers: Galileo observations show electron densities 
varying between 18 cm-3 and 250 cm-3 with a mean value 
-200 cm-3 in the centrifugal equator (Moncuquet et al., 
2002; Kivelson, 2004). On its approach to Jupiter , Cassini 
UYIS observations of the energy content of the Io plasma 
torus show a 25% variation over two months and sho11er 
brightening events , lasting about 20 hours , with up to 20% 
variation (StejJl. et al. , 2004 ). Since this outwardly diffus
ing plasma both supplies and removes Europa's atmosphere, 
the atmospheric content is likely variable, although there 
are currently no observations that correlate the plasma vari
ability with atmospheric content. 

The ion number den sity is dominated by a cold thermal 
component with a small population of nonthermal "hot" 
ions. The thennal plasma is primarily singly and doubly 
ionized oxygen and sulfur with a significant population of 
hydrogen ions. Near Europa, O+ and Q++ dominate , with /) 
S+, S++, and S+++ occurring in roughly equal amounts and 
the S+2 /Q+z ratio is -0.2, but variable in time. Because the 
mean charge state is -1.5, the ion density is lower than the 
electron density (Bagenal, 1994; StejJl. et al., 2004). 

In contrast, the plasma ion energy density is dominated 
by an energetic nonthermal component. Energetic ion spec
tra from 20 keV to 20 MeV were obtained by the Galileo 
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TABLE I. Photorea ction s* (from Huebner et al., 1992) and electron impact reactions. 

Photo reactions 

Reaction 

0 + hv ~ o+ + e 

0 2 + hv ~ 0 + 0 
0 2 + hv ~ 0 2 + e 

0 2 + hv ~ 0 + o+ + e 

Na + hv ~ Na+ + e 

H + hv ~ H+ + e 

H2 + hv ~ H + H 
H2 + hv ~ H2 + e 

H2 + hv ~ H + H+ + e 

HzO + hv ~ OH+ H 
HzO + hv ~ H2 + 0 
H20 + hv ~ H + H + 0 
H20 + hv ~ H20 + + e 

H20 + hv ~ H + OH+ + e 
H20 + hv ~ OH + H+ + e 

Electron Impact Reactions 

Rate (s- 1) 

7.8 X ]0 -9 

1.6 X I Q-7 

1.7 X [0 -8 
4.1 x I0 -9 

6.0 X lQ-7 

2.7 X J0-9 

3.0 X J0 -9 
2.0 X J0 - 9 

3.5 X JO- IO 

3.8 x L0-7 
2.2 X 10-8 
2 .8 X JO--S 
l.2x 10-s 

2 .0 X I0 -9 
4.8 X 10- 10 

React ion k(20 eV) (cm3 s- 1) k(250 eV) (cm 3 s-1) 

0 + e ~ O+ + 2e [I) 

0 2 + e ~ 0 + 0 + e [2) 
0 2 + e ~ 0 2 + 2e [3) 
0 2 + e ~ 0 + o+ + 2e [3] 

Na+ e ~ Na+ + 2e [4) 

H + e ~ H+ + 2e [5] 

H2 + e ~ H + H + e [6] 
Hz + e ~ H2 + 2e [71 
Hz + e ~ H + H+ + 2e 17] 

H20 + e ~ OH + H + e [8) 
HzO + e ~ H2 + 0 + e [81 
H20 + e ~ H20+ + 2e [8] 
H20 + e ~ H +OH++ 2e [81 
HzO + e ~ OH + H+ + 2e [8) 

2.2 X J0 -8 

l. 3x 10-8 
2.4 X I o-s 
8.9x I0 -9 

I.IX 10-7 

1.3 X I 0 -8 

2.7 X JO - IO 

J.6 X J0- 8 
8. 1 X 10- 10 

3.8 X J0-8 
Unknown· ' 
2.3 X J0-8 

5.8x 10-9 
3.3 x I0 -9 

l. l X I 0-7 

I.IX J0-7 
6.J X J0-8 

1.0 X J0 -7 

2. 8 x I0 -8 

l.3x 10- 11 
4.4 X )0 -8 

3.4 X J0 -9 

Unkn ow nt 
8.0 X J0 -8 
2.6 X [0 --S 
2 .3 X 10-8 

*Assumes Sun is in "qu iet" state, normalized to 5.2 AU. 
t Acco rdin g to [8], reaction cross sect ions hav e not been measured. 
References: [I] Johnson et al. (2005); [2] Cosby ( 1993); [3) Straub et al. ( 1996); [ 4] Johnston 
and Burrow (1995); [5 1 Shah et al. (1987); [6) De La Haye (2005 ); [7) Lindsay and Mangon 
(200 3); [8] lt ikawa and Mason (2005 ). 

Energet ic Particle Detector ( Cooper et al., 200 I ; Paranicas. 
et al., 2002; chapter by Paranicas et al.) and at higher en
ergies up to 50 MeV /n by the Galileo Heavy Ion Counter 
( Cohen et al. , 200 I ; Paranicas et al., 2002). The peak flux 
occurs near J 00 keV and diminishes rapidly at higher en
erg ies. The high-energy sulfur and oxygen ion compon ents 
of this flux are primaril y respo nsible for sputte ring the sur
face and producin g the atmosp here. 

The surfa ce laye r altered by the impa cting magne to
spheric energe tic ions and electrons varies from microme
ters on short timescale s to meters on timesca les of a Giga
year (see chapter by Paranicas et.al.). Infrared spectrometr y 
typically probes only to a depth of a few microm eters. The 
surface is also mixed to meter depth s by micrometeoroid 
imp acts. The total impacting plasma energy flux is -8 x 
I 0 10 keV /cm2s, which is comparab le to the energy flux due 

to tidaJ. and radiogenic sources (Cooper et al., 2001). The 
energetic component of the plasma flux has been observed 
to vary by up to a factor of 5, with peak flux around a few 
tens of keV (Paranicas et al., 2002). At such energies, the 
rate of ejection of molecule s due to S and O ion impact s is 
- 10 H20 per ion (Johnson et al., 2004). However, the en
ergetic ion flux is significant out to higher energies, where 
over I 000 H20 molecules are ejected per ion giving an av
erage resurfacing rate of 0.0 I µm to 0.1 µm per year ( or 10 
tolOO m per G.y.) (Cooper et al., 2001; Paranicas et al., 
2002). Although this rate is lower than the resurfacing rate 
induced by meteoroid gardening, sputte1ing is the principal 
source of Europa's atmosphere (Shematovich et al., 2005; 
Smyth and Marconi, 2006). 

The energetic electrons and the thermal plasma prima
rily irradiate the trailing hemi sphere of Europa, whereas the 
energetic ion flux is roughly uniform in longitude and lati
tude (see chapter by Paranicas et al.). Therefore, the total 
dose rate at 0.1 mm depth_ may be I 00 times smaller on the 
leading hemisphere and in polar region s than on the trail
ing hemisphere. This asymm etry, as well as the preferen
tial bombardment of the trailing hemi sphere by low-energy 
sulfur ions from the lo torus (Pospeiszalska and Johnson, 
1989), may explain the strong asymmetry in the IR signa
ture of the hydrat e observed in Europa 's surface (see chap
ter by Carlson et al.). 

Not only does the magnetospheric pla sma flux produce 
an atmosphere, it also removes atmosphere. Atmospheric 
sputte ring by ion-neutral collisions , and dissoc iation and 
ionizat ion of atmospheric molecule s by low-energy (ther
mal) electrons, are important loss processes (Table I ) (Saur 
et al., 1998: Shematovich et al., 2005; Smyth and Marconi, 
2006). This radiation also make s the atmosphere visible by 
producing the UV emissions from 0 2• 

2.3. Surface Composition 

Europa 's surface composition determines the composi
tion of its atmosphere. The surface is predominantly water 
ice with imp act craters, cracks , ridges, poss ibly melted re
g ions, and trace species deter mining how its appeara nce 
varies with lat itude and longitude (see chapter by Carlson 
et al.). Due to tidal hea ting, Europa 's surface is relatively 
young, 20- 180 m.y. (Schenk et al., 2004), and material from 
its putative underground ocean may have reached the sur
face in its recent past. The trace surface species may also 
be exogenic - implanted as plasma ions from the jovian 
magnetosphere, as neutral s or grains from Jo, or meteoro id 
and co met impacts. 

The most apparent trace spec ies, sulfur, is preferentially 
seen on its trail ing hemisphe re as a brownish tinge in the 
vis ible , but is also seen in the cracks and crevices as part 
of a banded structure. Assoc iated with this feature, reflec
tance spectra in the UV and near IR suggest the presence 
of S0 2 inclusions in an ice matrix and a hydrated sulfur 
containing species: hydrated sulfuric acid possibly contain
ing hydrat ed sulfate salts (McCord et al., I 998a,b, l 999, 
200 I, 2002; chapter by Car lson et al.). Spec tral features that 
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appear strongest on the leadin g hemi sphere have been as
sociated with CO2 trapped in an ice matri x (Smythe et al., 
1998). Carbonic acid is also seen, but with a more unifo1m 
global distribution . The se oxygen-rich sulfur and carbon 
specie s are produced by the radiolytic proce ssing of im
planted or intrin sic material s (Johnson et al., 2004). Radio
lytic proce ssing might also be respo nsible for the oxidized 
nature of the surface , e.g., the surface is rich in sulfates in
stead of sulfide s. Radi olysis produc es 0 2 and H2 from wa
ter ice, and the H2 leaves the surface more quickly. 0 2 also 
leaves the surface , but some of it stays trapped in the ice 
matrix (Johnson and Jesse,; 1997; Teolis et al., 2005; Hand 
et al., 2006). Radiolysis also produce s the observed HP 2 

and 0 3 (Johnson and Jesse,; 1997; Johnson and Quicken
den, 1997; Spencer and Calvin, 2002 ; Cooper er al., 2003). 
Therefore, Europa 's surface is dominated by oxygen-rich 
species. Although radioly sis is a surface oxidizing proc ess, 
Europa may have been oxidized during formation (McKin
non and Zolensky, 2003; see chapter by Zoloto v and Karge!). 

3. SPUTTERING AND 
VOLATILE PRODUCTION 

3.1. Introduction 

Following the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft encounters 
with Jupiter and Saturn , Brown et al. ( 1982) and others car
ried out experiment s in which water ice and other low tem
perature , conden sed-gas solids were exposed to ene rgetic 
ions and electron s. In addition to demonstrating that these 
solids were chemically altered by the incident radiation, 
they showed that molecu les were ejected into the gas phase 
with surpri sing eff iciencies, produ cing the atmo spheres 
eventually observed on Europa and Ganymede. Since those 
early experiment s a considerable amount of laborator y data 
has been accumulated. There are a numb er of reviews of the 
data relevant to the production of the thin atmosphere at Eu
ropa (Johnson , 1990, 1998, 2001; Baragiola, 2003; Fama 
et al., 2008). In order to mode l this atmosphere, the sput 
tering efficiencies for ice by ions, electrons and photon s are 
described , followed by a review of the decomposition and 
production of 0 2 and H2 , the energy spectra of the ejected 
molecules, and estimates for sputterin g of trace species. 

3.2. Sputtering Yields 

When an energetic ion is incident on an ice surface in a 
laboratory or in space, molecules are ejected (sputtered) due 
to both momentum transfer collisions between the incident 
ion and water molecules in the solid and elect ronic excita
tion s of these molecules. The relative importance depe nds 
on the ion velocity and its charge state. Although the data
ba se is considerable (people. virginia.edu!-rej!spu tter_ 
surface.html), exper iment s have not been carried out on all 
ions and energ ies of interest. In order to understand the 
physics and chem istry occ urring in the solid, the sputter
ing yield, the number of molecules ejected per incident ion, 
is typically g iven in terms of the energy that an ion depos -
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its as it passes through a solid, dE/dx, often called the stop
ping power. 

For an energetic ion, dE/dx has two components: one 
due to the electronic excitation of molecules in the solid, 
(dE/dx\, and one due to momentum transfer colli sions , 
written as (dE/dx)n, also called knock-on or elastic nuclear 
collisions. Since both quantitie s are proportional to the 
molecular density, n, one writes: dE/dx = n (Sn+ Se). Es
timates of S

11 
and Se, called the nuclear and electronic stop

ping cross sections, can be obtained from the freeware pro
gram SRIM (www.srim.org) (Ziegler et al., 1985). Using 
these quantities , the sputtering yields for water ice at low 
temperatures ( <-80 K) are reasonably well fit by 

where 0 is the angle of incidence measured from the sur
face normal. The angular term enhances the sputtering yield 
for ions with shallow angle s of incidence (x - 0.3- 0.7 de
pending slowly on ion mass and speed). The parameters a1, 
a, ri(v), and x for water ice at low incident ion speed, v, 
are available in Fama et al. (2008) and are used for common 
ions near Europa in Fig. 2. At high v, the Se term dominates 
and the coefficient l] decreases with increasing v due to the 
increase in the radial distribution of the excitation s (John
son, 1990). 

Using the dependence of Se on v, a fit to a large amount 
of sputtering data over a broad range of energies for nor
mal incidence (cos0 = I ) has been given (.Johnson et al., 
2004, Fig. 20.6). This fit, shown by the solid line in Fig. 2, 
is obtained from 

Y = 1/(1/Ylow + 1/Yhigh) (I b) 

where Y10w and Y hiuh are fits in two different regimes of ion 
energies. Both haJ'e the form Y; = z2.8C1[v/Zll3]C2, where 
vis the ion speed divided by 2.19 x 108 cm s-1 (= l au, 
the speed of a ground state electron in the Bohr hydrogen 
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Fig. 2. Sputtering yields of water ice for T < - I 00 K as a function 
of incident ion speed v (divided by 2.19 x I os cm s-1, or I atomic 
unit of velocity). Solid line: equation ( I b), a fit to the data points 
available at people. virginia.edu!-rejlfput ter_s urface.htm l. The 
other lines are low-energy plots of equation ( Ia) for relevant ions 
using parameters from Fama et al. (2008). Equation (l a) is more 
accurate than equation ( I b) at low ion speeds, where nuclear elastic 
effects are important. 

model) and Z is the number of protons in the incident ion. 
ForY 10w, C1 = 4.2 and C2 = 2.16; forYhigh• C1 = 11.22 and 
C2 = -2.24. This fit is most useful when the electronic sput
tering effects dominate (Se» Sn) and the angular depen
dence is like that in equation (Ia). 

Brown and coworkers (e.g., Brown et al., l 982) also 
showed that the yield was dependent on the ice tempera
ture at T > -100 K. This dependence is due to the chemistry 
induced by the incident radiation, a process often referred 
to as radiolysis (see chapter by Carlson et al.). The primary 
effect for Europa's atmosphere is the decomposition of ice 
producing H2 and 0 2 . An activation energy, Ea - 0.03-
0.06 eV, determine s the temperature dependence of the de
composition rate, which is also dose dependent at low doses 
(Johnson et al., 2005). After a minimum dose of -1015 ions/ 
cm2, during which reactants build up, a rough steady state is 
achieved (Reimann et al., 1984; Teolis et al., 2005). Using 
the accumulated database the steady state yield in equivalent 
H20 molecule s ejected can be written 

Y(T) "' YJl + a2exp(-E/kT)] (2) 

For low v ions, a2 - 220 and Ea - 0.06 eV (e.g., Fama et 
al., 2008) , for energetic heavy ions relevant to Europa, Rei
mann et al. (1984) find Ea - 0.05- 0.07 eV (see also Teo/is et 
al., 2005). The production of 0 2 is equal to the second term 
in equation (2), and is roughly half that of H2. For the ion 
flux at Europa, the H20 yield is on the order of I 09/cm2 s-1 
and, due to the effect of the regolith, the 0 2 yield is of the 
same order of magnitude (Shematovich et al., 2005). 

Writing the yield in this form is somewhat misleading. 
Sputtering is a surface ejection phenomena , but the H2 and 
0 2 are produced throughout the full penetration depth of 
the incident radiation. Therefore, the temperature-dependent 
component of the yield is controlled by diffusion and escape 
of H2 and 0 2 from the irradiated ice (Reimann et al., 1984; 
Teo/is et al., 2005). 0 2 formed at depth is also destroyed 
by continued irradiation. Therefore , in steady state, produc
tion rate is often given as the total number of 0 2 produced 
per 100 eV of energy deposited, called a G-value (see chap
ter by Carlson et al.). Because the sputtering and decom
position are induced by electronic excitations, incident elec
trons (Sieger et al., 1998) and UV photons (Westley et al., 
1995) also produce gas-phase H20, H2, and 0 2. Based on 
the radiation flux to Europa's surface, the photo-production 
of volatiles is negligible (a factor of about I 03 less). For 
incident electrons, the above expression applies with Sn = 
0 and <Xi slightly larger because electrons are scattered more 
efficiently. H, 0, and ions are also ejected (Kimm el and 
Orlando, 1995; Bar-Nun et al., 1985), but these yields are 
typically small. 

3.3. Energy Spectra 

Modeling of the nearly collisionless atmosphere requires 
knowing the energies of the ejecta. The few measurements 
for the steady state yield have been cast in a form typically 

.. 

used for sputtering. The spectra are given in terms of an 
I 

effective binding energy, U, and becomes a power law at 
high energies 

(3) 

Here cq is a normalization constant [such that f f(E) dE = 
l] and F(E) is a cut-off at large E that depends on the ex
citation proce ss. In modeling ice sputtering it has been 
customary to ignore F(E) and use q = I , cq = 2, and U = 
0.055 eV for the ejection of H20 , and q = 0, cq = I , and 
U = 0.0 I 5 eV for the ejection of 0 2 by energetic heavy ions 
(e.g., Lanzerotti et al., 1983; Reimann et al., 1984; Shemato
vich et al., 2005). The data used to make these fits is shown 
in Fig. 3. Although there is prompt ejection of H2 from the 
surface layer, most of the H2 escaping from ice at the rele
vant temperature s diffuses to the surface and leaves ther
mally, so that the H2 is modeled by a thermal flux. In con
trast to thermal desorption, equation (3) has a high-energy 
"tail" proportional to l/E 2: Because of this tail , about one
fourth of sputtered H20 molecules are given enough energy 
to escape Europa' s gravity. 

4. ATMOSPHERIC MODELING 

4.1. Introduction 

Using the data discussed above on the surface composi
tion, radiation flux, and sputtering yields, Europa's atmo
sphere has been simulated and tested against observations. 
Species ejected from the surface are tracked analytically or 
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Fig. 3. Laboratory measurements of the energy distribution of 
sputtered 0 2 and D20 from D20 ice. From Lanzerotti et al. ( I 983) . 
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numerically along collisionless or more realistic quasi-col
lisional trajectorie s taking into account their initial spatial 
and energy distributions as well as Europa 's gravity, pho
ton and electron impact ionization and dissociation, charge 
exchange, ion-neutral elastic collisions, and interaction with 
the surface. Jupiter 's gravity and solar radiation pressure 
also need to be considered when modeling the neutral torus. 

Sputtering is the dominant source of H20 , 0 2, and H2, 

although sublimation of H20 is competitive at the subsolar 
point. Atmospheric loss occurs by gravitational escape, in
teraction with the ambient plasma and UV photons, or re
moval through interaction with the surface, e.g., the stick
ing (freezing) of H20 on Europa's surface. Due to the 
high-energy tail of the sputtering distribution in equa
tion (3), ejected molecule s can have sufficient energy to 
escape Europa 's Hill sphere, the effective limit of Europa's 
gravitational influence; outside this distance, Jupiter 's grav
ity dominate s. The average radius of the Hill sphere is rHill"' 
aE (mE/3m 1)ll3 = 8.7 rE, where aE, rE, mE, and m1 are 
Europa's orbital distance from Jupiter 's center, Europa's 
radius , mass, and Jupiter 's mass, respectively. Using the 
energy spectra above, - 2% of the 0 2 and -24% of the H20 
are ejected with velocity greater than the 1.9 km/s required 
to reach rHill· For thermally accommodated 0 2 escape is 
negligibl e, but for H2 about 7% escape at the average tem
perature (-100 K) and about I 5% at the subsolar point 
(-130 K). These percentages were calculated assuming that 
molecules do not collide in Europa 's atmosphere, for in this 
nearly collisionless atmosphere, molecules with sufficient 
energy have a good chance of leaving without encountering 
another molecule. 

Atmospheric neutrals are subject to loss by ionization 
and charge exchange by the local plasma. Photoionizat ion 
and dissociation also occur, although at a lower rate (Ta
ble I ) (Shematovich et al., 2005; Smyth and Marconi, 2006). 
Ionization or charge exchange followed by pick-up leads 
to the sweeping of ions from the atmosphere into the mag
netosphere or into the surface. Incident plasma ions can also 
colli sionally eject neutrals, often called knock-on or atmo
spheric sputtering. Saur et al. ( 1998) overestimated this loss 
process by assuming collisions were head-on (Shematov ich 
et al., 2005). Atomic species formed through dissociation 
or reactions can also esca pe. For example, atomic oxygen 
produced by electron impact dissociation of 0 2 is estimated 
to have, on the average, -0.67 eV (-2.85 km s- 1) of excess 
energy and likewise H fom1ed from dissociation of H2 has 
velocities of several tens of km s-1 (Smyth and Marconi, 
2006) ; if these atoms are produced isotropically, roughly 
half will escape. 

The rates of the plasma-induced processes depends on 
temperatures and densities of the charged species. For elec
tron impact ionization and excitation the rate is written V0 ; = 
nekCTe), where k is a rate coefficient , and nc and Te are the 
electron density and temperature. Important rate coefficients 
are given in Table I. The charge exchange rate is v chx"' vrel 
cr(vrel) n;, where n; is the ion density. For interactions with 
the ambient, undisturbed plasma torus ions, the average rela-
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Fig. 4. (a) One-dimensional DSMC accounting for photon, electron, and proton impact ionization and dissociation. O and OH are 
produced by dissociation from 0 2 and H20; H2 and H are not included. From Shematovich et al. (2005). (b) Two-dimensional DSMC 
globally averaged density. The 0 2 rate was set to reproduce the 130.4-nm O brightness of 37 ± 15 Rayleigh observation of Hall et al. 
( 1995). Sublimation was taken into account but was unimportant except in the subsolar region. In both simulations, the ejecta energy 
distributions discussed earlier were used for H20 and 0 2 and thermalization of returning H2 and 0 2 in the regolith is assumed. Sput
tering source rates for each model are shown in Table 2. From Smyth and Marconi (2006). 

tive collision speed is v rel "' I 02 km/s , the difference between 
the magnetic field corotation velocity and the Keplerian 
orbital velocity. In the iono sphere , where the plasma flow 
velocity is low, v chx is average d over the ion temperature. 

4.2. Analytic Models 

For an assumed ballistic atmosphere, analytic expres
sions are available for calculating the column density, the 
number of molecules per unit area above Europa's surface 
(Johnson, 1990). Such models were initially used to describe 
Europa's H20 and 0 2 source and loss rates, including stick
ing to the surface for H20 and pla sma-induced ionization 
and dissociation for 0 2 (Johnson et al., 1982). The column 
density of a species, Ni, is 

(4) 

where <l>i is the surface source rate given as a flux , fi is the 
direct escape fraction , and "Ci is the mean lifetime. For a 
specie s like H20 that sticks to the surface with roughly unit 
efficiency , "Ci is the balli stic lifetime (- 1 hour for bound 
H20). For a species that does not stick, like 0 2, "Ci-1 "' V;, 

the rate for the principal loss process , ioni zation, which is 

about six days for 0 2• If 0 2 is both produced and lost by the 
ambient plasma , N0 , is roughly independent of the plasma 
density, depending p-rimarily on the local electron tempera
ture , which determines the ionization and dissoc iation rates 
(Johnson et al., 1982). 

One-dimen sional analytic models of the density vs. alti
tude are also available (e.g., appendix in Johnson, 1990). 
Since 0 2 ejected by the incident plasma survives many bal
listic hops, it is thermally accommodated to Europa' s local 
surface temperature; i.e., the 0 2 desorbs from the surface 
with a Maxwellian energy distribution. Thi s produces an at
mosphere with density that decrea ses as exp[-z/HOi], where 
z is the height above the surface and H0 2 "' [kT/m 0 2g] is 
called the scale height , with g the gravitational acceleration. 
For an average temperature of -100 K, Ho, "' 20 km. Atoms 
and molecule s that do not thermally desorb , such as sodium 
and H20 , are sputtered or photodesorbed. The energy distri
bution for sputte1ing (equation (3)) can be integrated to give 
the density vs. altitude. In their ionospheric model , Saur et 
al. ( 1998) assumed that the 0 2 atmosphere was primarily 
escaping and therefore decayed as the square of the distance 
from the center of Europa. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , that 
would only apply to a fraction of the atmosphere well above 
-40 0km . 
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TABLE 2. Sputtering source rates used in Fig. 4. 

Shemato vich et al. (2005) Smyth and Marconi (2006) 

4.3. Monte Carlo Simulations 

2 x 109 cm-2 s- 1 
2 x J09 cm-2 s-1 

Monte Carlo simulations are required in order to study 
the longitudinal and latitudinal morphology and distribu
tion of dissociated fragments. Because of the complexity 
of the atmospheric origins and the paucity of collisions, two 
types of Monte Carlo models have been used: a test par
ticle model and a direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) 
model. In both models atoms and molecules are tracked 
subject to interactions with the radiation environment and 
collisions, and are equivalent to solving the Boltzmann 
equation. In a DSMC simulation one solves for the motion 
of each particle given the forces and, at each time step, cal
culates the effect of all possible collisions within Europa's 
atmosphere and with the incident magnetospheric plasma. 
Test particle approaches track individual particles in a col
lision less atmo sphere or in a known background atmos
phere. If the atmosphere is marginally collisional, a test par
ticle approach can be used iteratively by using a previously 
calculated atmosphere (background plus test particles) as a 
background atmosphere in a new calculation. The principal 
components in Europa's atmosphere have been calculated 
using one-dimen sional DSMC (Shematovich et al., 2005; 
Shematovich , 2006) or two-dimensional DSMC (Wong et 
al., 200 I; Smyth and Marconi, 2006) simulations. The three
dimensional structure of Europa 's atmosphere and its time 
variability with respect to its position within Jupiter 's mag
netosphere have been described using a test particle simula
tion for sodium (Johnson et al., 2002; Leblanc et al., 2002 ; 
2005; Burger and Johnson, 2004; Cassidy et al., 2008). Ip 
( 1996) also applied a test particle approach for 0 2 in Eu
ropa's atmosphere. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND 
COMPARISON TO DATA 

5.1. Introduction 

McElroy and Yung (1977) predicted that Ganymede 
would have a robust 0 2 atmo sphere formed by water sub
limation and gas- phase processes. [t was later shown that 
indeed the icy satellite s Europa and Ganymede had atmo
spheres dominated by 0 2, but they are tenuou s and pro
duced by radioly sis in the icy surface and subsequent sput
tering (Johnson et al., 1982). In other words, even if H 20 
is the principal ejecta by sublimation and sputtering, these 
molecules stick to the surface with unit efficiency at the am-

3.3 x 109 cm-2 s- 1 
3.3 x I 09 cm-2 s-1 

6.6 x 109 cm-2 s-1 

1.9 x I 08 cm-2 s-1 
l.9 x 108 cm-2 s-1 
1.9 x 108 cm-2 s-1 

bient temperature. This is not the case for 0 2 molecules , 
which although formed and ejected less efficiently, have a 
significantly longer resident time in the atmosphere. The 
approximate size of the predicted column of 0 2 (-10 15 cm-2) 

was eventually confirmed by HST observations (Hall et al., 
1995). 

5.2. One-Dimensional and Two-Dimensional 
Simulations: Water, Hydrogen and Oxygen 
Atmosphere 

As shown Fig. 4, one -dimensional and two-dimensional 
DSMC simulations agree on the globally average structure 
of Europa' s atmosphere. Both simulations constrained the 
0 2 column density to agree with the column density derived 
from UV emission (Hall et al., 1998). The difference s be
tween Figs. 4a and 4b are due to the choice of sputtering 
rates (shown in Table 2). Smyth and Marconi (2006) cho se 
larger ejection rates for 0 2 and H20 and small additional 
sources of 0 , OH, H2, and H directly ejected from the sur
face. The larger H20 (near-surface) density in Smyth and 
Marconi (2006) was due to their use of too small a subli
mation energy for H20. In both simulations the main ori
gin of O and OH is predominantly due to the dissociation 
of 0 2 and H20. At the upper altitudes in Fig. 4b, the H2 
decays as -r 2·8 and the 0 2 as -r- 3-5, roughly consi stent with 
analytic models (Johnson et al. , I 990). 

Radio occultation measurement s were also used to esti
mate the atmospheric density by assuming an or ionosphere 
that is lost by dissociative recombination (Kliore et al. , 
1997). They suggested a surface density -3 x I os cm-3, con
sistent with the results in Fig. 4, but with a very different 
scale height (- I 20 km). This would give a column density 
-4 x 1Q15/cm2, larger than in the model s above, in which 
case the atmosphere would be collisional. Howe ver, ions 
are primarily removed by magnetic field pickup , either away 
from Europa or into the surface, not by dissociative recom
bination. 

Observation s of the O 135.6-nm line indicative of 0 2 dis
sociation displayed a spatially localized emission peak (see 
chapter by McGrath et al.). Such a feature can be modeled 
by a spatially nonuniform electron flux and temperature, a 
spatially nonuniform 0 2 atmosphere, or a combination of 
these. Cassidy et al. (2007) first showed that nonuniform 
0 2 ejection alone could not produce the required density 
variation as a result of 0 2's long lifetime against loss by 
ioniza tion or dissoc iation (Wong et al., 2001). However, a 
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density peak spatia lly co rre lated to the observed emission 
peak co uld be produced if 0 2 is lost via reaction s in the 
regolith in Europ a's dark terrain. This terrain has substantial 
conce ntrations of sulfur and carbon compound s which may 
be reactive in a radiation environment. The reactivity was 
implemented in a test particle mod el by assigning a prob
abilit y for a reac tion betwee n 0 2 and the grain s in the dark 
terrain regolith (Cassidy et al., 2007). T his was vari ed until 
the spatial distribution of the emissio n intensity was roughly 
matched. Beca use a returnin g 0 2 makes many encounter s 
with grain s in the rego lith pr ior to its ree ntering the a tmos
phere, the required reactio n prob abilit y for eac h enc ounter 
with a gra in was very small, ranging from I x 10-5 to 3 x 
I 0 -4, dependin g on source and oth er loss para meters. Thi s 
small reac tivity was suffic ient to make a large differ ence in 
the atmospheric morphology due to the porou s nature of the 
rego lith . 

5.3. Trace Species 

5.3.1. Sodium atmosphere . Sodium and potass ium in 
Europa 's atmosphere have been observed through the reso
nant scattering of sunlight as discussed. Potass ium emissio n 
has bee n only been reported once (Brown, 200 I), whereas 
sodium has bee n obse rved reg ularly since its di scove ry 
(Brown and Hill, 1996; Bmw n, 200 I ; Leblanc et al., 2002, 
2005) . Models of the sodium observations have been used 
to identify the spatial and tempo ral variabili ty of Europa's 

exte nded a tmosphere as a function of its orbit al pos ition 
(see Fig. Sa), magnetic longitude, and the angle betwee n the 
zenith dir ection and the ram directio n of the incident mag
netospheric plasma (Leblanc et al., 2002, 2005) . A local
ized emissio n peak reported by Cass ini (Porco et al., 2003) 
when Europa was in Jupit er's shadow has been associated 
with sodium prefer entiall y ejec ted from Europa 's dark ter
ra in (Cassidy et al., 200 8) (Fig. Sb). 

An analytical model (Johnson, 2000) was initially used 
to reprodu ce the observed vertical distribution of the sodium 
and to estimate the escap e fraction assumin g that sodium 
was carried off with H20 sputt ered from Europ a's sur face. 
Comparin g source and loss processes, it was suggested that 
the obse rved atmo spheric sodium is mostly endo ge nic and 
therefor e co uld be used as a trace r o f Europ a's interior 
compo sitio n and, poss ibly, its putative ocean. Leblanc et al. 
(200 2, 2005) deve lo ped a three -dim ensional test particl e 
simulation of the three-dim ension al structur e o f Europa 's 
sodium atmo sphere includin g its esc ape component , re
ferred to as the sodium cloud . Sodium was ejected by sput 
tering (Johnson et al., 2002) and lost by re turnin g to the 
surface or by ioni zation. The sputt ering rat e and its var ia
tio n with respec t to longitude (loca l time within Jupit er 's 
magneto sphere) and centrifuga l latitude (with respect to the 
Io toru s plane) we re con strain ed by observation. Photo
stimul ated and thenn al desor ption we re not included , but 
their potential effec t on the long itudin al variation o f the 
sodium cloud we re discussed . Indee d, the co ntent of the 

ce 

ex tended sodium atmosp here was found to vary by a factor 
3 to 4 depending on the orbital position (see Fig. Sa) and 
aga in appeared to be ptimaril y endogenic. The significant 
variat ion in the sodiu m density along Europa's orb it was 
sugges ted to be due to the variation in the impacting flux 
of magnetospheric partic les, as well as the mig ration of the 
sod ium atoms from the tra iling hemisphere (red portion of 
Fig. Sa) toward the nightside (dark port ion of Fig. Sa), and 
to their accumul ation in a portion of Europa's surface tem
porar ily less irradia ted by both photons and energetic par
ticles. Thi s acc umul ation lasted about a half a Europ a orbit 
until the accumulated sodium was exposed to the so lar flux 
producing the observed emiss ion max imum . Thi s corre
sponds to the pos ition with an emissio n of 5 kR in Fig. Sa. 
Leblanc et al. (2002 , 2005) also predicted a glob ally aver
aged sodium concentration at the surface equal to - 0.0 I, 
and sugges ted that the observed sodium was sputtered from 
ice and not dir ectly from a mineral or a sa lt. Rece nt mod
eling has improved on this desc ription of the variability and 
on the NaJK ratio s (Cipriani et al., 2008, 2009) . 

Co mparin g the simul ations to the observation s, Europa 
loses an o rbi t-average d flu x of - 1.2 x I 01 Na cm-2 s- 1, 
about an orde r of magnitud e less than at Jo (Leblanc et al., 
2005). Since Europa rece ives a llux of - 0.2 to 0.8 x I 07 Na 
cm2 s- 1 from the Io tor us, the obse rved sodium atoms are 
e ither endoge nic or were implanted in epoc hs when lo wa s 
mu ch more active. The endogenic nature of Europa sodium 
is also sugges ted by the significa nt differe nce of the NaJK 
ratios at Europa (25 ± 3) and at lo (- 10 ± 3) (Brown, 2001 ; 
chapter by Carlson e t a l.). Since a sodium atom has 30% 
higher escape prob abil ity than a potassium atom, the NaJK 
ratio -25 ± 3 observed far from Europ a by Brown (200 I) 
impli es a NaJK ratio of 20 ± 4 at Europa surface (Johnson 
et al., 2002) . Meteoroid impacts may produ ce a NaJK ratio 
of - 13, as meas ured in meteoro ids at Earth, which is still 
signifi cantl y small er than the required value o f 20 ± 4. 
Zolotov and Shock (200 l ) es timated that the NaJK ratio in 
the putative internal ocean may be betwee n 14 and 19. Since 
freez ing and dehydrati on ca n increase the Na/K ratio , ma
terial or iginating from Europa's ocean that reaches its sur
face could produce a ratio cons istent with that impli ed by 
the observatio ns. 

5.3.2. Other trace constituents. Both CO 2 and S0 2 
have bee n observed trapped in Europ a's surface w ith ap
par ently different hemispherica l distributions, as desc ribed 
earlier. In additi on, the surface contains concomitant sulfates 
and carbon ates, molecules with sulfur -sulfur and carbon 
carbon bond s, radiatio n produ cts such as H20 2, ion implan 
tation from the lo toru s, as well as other endo genic and de
livered materia ls. Bec ause CO2, CO, S0 2, and SO are more 
volatile than sod ium they should be prese nt in the atmos
phere in greater amounts than sodium (Cassidy et al., 2009). 
Howeve r, there is less modeling of the atmospheric content 
of trace species other than sodium , because of the lack of 
observat ions. 

Althou gh the sputtering yields of trace species in an ice 
matrix have not bee n meas ured, trace species should be car
ried away with the large numb er of water mo lecules ejected 
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by energetic heavy ions, up to 1000 H20 ejecte d per ion. 
Mod eling these trace co mponent s requir es knowledge of 
their co ncentr ations in the surface, spatial di stributi on, and 
interac tions with the surface. The abundance and spatial dis
tributi o n of a species can be est imated fro m spectral im
ages (see chapt er by Carlson et al.). Assumin g ejection is 
due to the large sp uttering yields and the flux of sputt ered 
H20 is dominated by energe tic heavy ion sputtering, then 
the sputt erin g rate is nea rly ind ependent of latitud e and 
long itude due to large magnetic gy roradii (shown schemati
call y in Fig. I) ( Cooper et al., 200 1; chapter by Paranicas 
et al.). In thi s approxim ation, the flux of a trace species will 
be propo rtion al to its co ncentrati o n in the surface. 

The energy distr ibution of an ejected trace spec ies is un
certain , but can be app roximat ed by considering that it is 
eje cted along with the H20 . Assu ming that the sodium at
oms have the same energy di stribution as sputter ed H20 
mole cules result s in a reas onabl e fit to the sodium data as 
discusse d above. Wiens et al. ( 1998) measure d the energy 
distribution of molecules sputt ered from a sodium sulfate 
solid , o ne of several candidates for the widespread hydrated 
substance see n in ice on Europ a's surfac e. They found that 
the energy distributio ns for sodium - and sulfur- co ntainin g 
fragm ents peaked at significantly higher energ ies than what 
would be expec ted for a trace co nstituent caJTied off with 
an H20 matri x material, bur with a correspondin gly smaller 
yield . Since any sodium sulfate prese nt on Europ a would 
be hydrated, and in most places is a minor constituent, ejec
tion of trace spec ies with the ice matri x is a reaso nable 
assumption. In reg ions where the hydrat e has a high co n
centrati o n, -90 % in some places (Carlson et al., 200 5), the 
matri x yield would decrease and the energy of ejecta would 
incre ase as the materi a l cohes ive energy is larger. 

Upo n returnin g to the surface a molec ule may "s tick" 
(freeze) or thermally deso rb. Modelers have desc ribed the 
prob abilit y of stickin g as a "stickin g coefficie nt." Th e clos
est lab meas urement, howeve r, is the res idence time on the 
surface, the average time before thermal desorpt ion. Fig
ure 6 shows the residence time for a varie ty of spec ies . The 
tem pera ture range ex tends from the polar to the subso lar 
temperatures. The data co mes fro m Sandford and Allaman
dola ( 1993), except for the 0 2 curve from J. Shi (personal 
communi ca tion, 2007 ). Since there was no data available 
for S0 2 on H20 ice, the curve for pure S0 2 was used. It may 
be appropriat e since Noll et al. ( 1995) sugges ted that S0 2 is 
segrega ted from H20 as inclu sions in Euro pa's surface . 

Fo r res iden ce tim es abo ve the line labe led " lifetime 
again st sputtering," a molecule is more likely to be sput
tered before being therm ally deso rbed. Sodium presumably 
has a large res idence time, but ca n also be desorbed also 
by sunli ght (Johnson et al., 2002). H20 2, sulfur , and other 
refractory constituents in the ice matrix have large res idence 
times. The res idence tim es for S0 2 and CO2 cross the sp ut
tering line . For these species, the probability that a mo lecule 
will thermally desorb before being sputt ered will vary over 
the europan day. Such a molecule on the nightside is more 
likely to be spu ttere d than thermall y deso rbed , and , when 
sputtered, will travel much further than a thermally desorbed 
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molecule. Such day-night differences can result in the dy
namil'. redistribution of the atmosphere. 

Uncertainties in the residence times are due to lack of 
data, large error bars, and disagreement between experi
ments. A potentially larger uncertainty is the porosity of the 
ice, which has two scales: microporosity or the nanometer 
scale and regolith porosity on the tens of micrometers scale. 
Microporous water ice is amorphous and can act like a 
sponge increasing the residence time by many orders of 
magnitude (Rauf et al., 2007). On the other hand, the time 
a molecule spends in the regolith due to repeated adsorp
tion and desorption depends sensitively on the thickness of 
the regolith (Hodges, 1980; Cassidy and Johnson, 2005; 
Cassidy et al., 2007). A molecule deep in the regolith can 
also be protected from sputtering. 

6. NEUTRAL CLOUDS AND

EXTENDED ATMOSPHERE 

Atmospheric molecules can undergo elastic and reac
tive collisions with the ambient plasma and photochemis
try driven by solar radiation. The resulting products will 
have energy distributions characteristic of their creation and 
collision processes. Products with sufficient energy can es
cape the Hill sphere as discussed earlier. Some neutrals, es
pecially those created through charge exchange between 
plasma ions and atmospheric neutrals, can even escape 

Jupiter's gravitational field. Most of the escaping particles 
except H, however, have energies less than Jupiter's escape 
energy. These constitute the extended atmosphere/neutral 
cloud as described earlier for sodium. The accumulation of 
such neutrals, orbiting the planet, is limited by reactions 
with the magnetospheric plasma and solar radiation. Neu
tral lifetimes in the magnetosphere are shown in Fig. 7. 
Neutral lifetimes near Europa are less certain but often as
sumed to be the same. The morphology and density of the 
resulting clouds depend upon the interplay of the neutral 
orbits with the spatially nonuniform magnetospheric plasma 
and solar radiation. The result is clouds having different 
morphologies for different species, each containing infor
mation about the satellite surface, the ejection process, and 
the plasma. 

Observations of the Europa neutral clouds are limited 
and include a few observations of the sodium and potas
sium clouds near Europa, as discussed; a large-scale obser
vation by the Cassini Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument/ 
Ion and Neutral Camera (MIMI/INCA) experiment; and in
situ plasma measurements. For the sodium and potassium 
clouds, only that fraction roughly contained in a cylinder 
located within 40 RE of Europa has been observed, with a 
significant fraction contained in the bound component. 
These observations proved to be highly valuable in defin
ing the source strengths and energy distributions, their varia
tion with time and location on Europa's surface, as well as 
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the morphology of the local jovian plasma. The Europa 
sodium cloud is also expected to have a much different mor
phology from the much-studied lo sodium cloud (Burger

and .Johnson, 2004). As seen in Fig. 8b, the column den
sity was largest in the portion trailing Europa's motion, 
whereas Io's forward component dominates. This difference 
is due to the radial morphology of the electron impal'.t ion
ization lifetime of the sodium, which is determined by the 
plasma density and temperature. The potassium cloud has 
been observed and modeled to a far lesser extent (Brown,

2001 ). but is expected to be roughly similar in behavior to 
sodium after accounting for the larger mass of the potas
sium atom. 

A large-scale, azimuthally averaged observation of the 
dominant component of Europa's neutral cloud was taken 
by the ENA imager during the Jupiter Cassini flyby in 2001 
(Mauk et al., 2003, 2004). This instrument measures ener
getic neulrals that are generated by the charge exchange 
of the energetic component of the plasma with the neutral 
cloud. Due to the large distance (closest approach -140 R

J
) 

and one-dimensional nature of the image, little structure was 
evident, but two distinct enhancements in the 50-80-keV 
neutral particle flux were noted just outside the orbit of 
Europa. Determining the neutral composition causing the 
enhancements is problematic, but by assuming a torus ge
ometry, Mauk et al. (2004) estimated a cloud gas content 
of (1.2 ± 0.5) x I 034 for a pure H cloud or (0.6 ± 0.25) x 
I 034 for a mixture of water-group gases dominated by H. 

Several plasma observations near Europa's orbit are also 
consistent with the presence of a neutral cloud (Lagg et al.,

2003; Mauk et al., 2004). The Galileo energetic particle 
detector observed an abrupt change in energetic plasma 
properties with decreasing radial distance upon crossing 
Europa's orbit. In particular, a drop in energetic plasma 
density, including the almost complete removal of protons 
in the tens of keV range (Parcmicas et al., 2003; Mitchell et

al., 2004), an increase in average energy, and a decrease in 
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the 80-220-keV protons with pitch angle 90° at L = 7.8 R
J 

(Lagg et al., 2003) were interpreted as being caused by 
charge exchange with Europa's neutral cloud. Assuming a 
composition of 20% H and 80% 0 plui-. 02 , Lagg et al. esti
mated the cloud had a density of 20 cm-3-50 cm-3, in agree
ment with the ENA-derived numbers (Mauk et al., 2003, 
2004). Starting with Pioneer 10, plasma measurements near 
Europa's orbit consistently indicated enhanced oxygen com
position and higher temperatures, suggesting the presence 
of an oxygen neutral cloud ( e.g., Bagenal, 1994, and refer
ences therein). 

The neutral cloud observations have stimulated several 
three-dimensional simulations: sodium (Leblanc et al ..

2002. 2005), sodium and 02 (Burger and Johnson, 2004), 
and O and H2 (Smyth and Marconi, 2006). In each case, 
the species of interest are initialized with a velocity distri
bution for the escaping component. Test particles are fol
lowed along orbits determined by the gravity of Jupiter and 
Europa, and, for sodium, solar radiation pressure. For the 
surface-ejected sodium, Leblanc et al. (2002) took into 
account collisions with the background 02 atmosphere. The 
escaped neutrals are destroyed by reactions with the pl, 
which is more important than the photoionization. 
particles are followed until they collide with Euro 
Jupiter, depart the computational domain, or are destl-; __ 
by an ion or electron. The model for the plasma that is used 
to react with the neutral cloud differed somewhat in each 
study. 

For sodium atoms a spatially nonisotropic sputter source 
with a maximum at the apex of the trailing hemisphere was 
used (Leblanc et al., 2005) as suggested by albedo varia
tions and by Pospieszalska and .Johnson ( 1989). Several 
energy/angle distributions for f(E,0) sputtered sodium were 
used in the model and the results of each were compared to 
the data. The model that best matched the data used f(E,0) -
[2EU/(E + U)3]cos(0) with U = 0.055 eV, the energy dis
tribution given above for the large sputtering yields for H20 
carrying off an embedded impurity (Johnson, 2000). The 
excitation and ionization of sodium by electrons was based 
on the radial and latitude dependence of plasma electron 
density given by Smyth and Cambi ( 1988). Burger and John

son (2004) calculated a neutral cloud using a spatially iso
tropic source and an energy distribution similar to Leblanc

et al. (2002). Their electron model was based on the Bage

nal et al. ( 1994) results at the centrifugal equator and as
suming an exponential drop in density with magnetic lati
tude- off the centrifugal equator. The model also accounted 
for an offset dipole and east-west field. For an initial sodium 
flux. of 3 x 107 cm-2 s-1, modeled densities are given in 
Figs. 8a and 8b. Both clouds are concentrated near Europa 
and exhibit a dominant trailing cloud. However, the cloud 
in Fig. 8a is significantly more extended due to the use of a 
lower electron density and thus longer lifetime. 

Smyth and Marconi (2006) simulated the O and H2 neu
tral clouds. The H2 atoms were set in motion using the glo
bally averaged H2 velocity distribution at 1000 km altitude 
derived from the previously described two-dimensional 
DSMC atmospheric model. The initial velocity distribution 
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molecule. Such day-night differences can result in the dy
namic redistribution of the atmosphere. 

Uncertainties in the residence times are due to lack of 
data, large error bars, and disagreement between experi
ments. A potentially larger uncertainty is the porosity of the 
ice, which has two scales: microporosity or the nanometer 
scale and regolith porosity on the tens of micrometers scale. 
Microporous water ice is amorphous and can act like a 
sponge increasing the residence time by many orders of 
magnitude (Raut et al., 2007). On the other hand, the time 
a molecule spends in the regolith due to repeated adsorp
tion and desorption depends sensitively on the thickness of 
the regolith (Hodges, 1980; Cassidy and Johnson, 2005; 
Cassidy et al., 2007). A molecule deep in the regolith can 
also be protected from sputtering. 

6. NEUTRAL CLOUDS AND 
EXTENDED ATMOSPHERE 

Atmospheric molecules can undergo elastic and reac
tive collisions with the ambient plasma and photochemis
try driven by solar radiation. The resulting products will 
have energy distributions characteristic of their creation and 
collision processes. Products with sufficient energy can es
cape the Hill sphere as discussed earlier. Some neutrals , es
pecially those created through charge exchange between 
pla sma ions and atmo spheric neutral s, can even escape 

Jupiter's gravitational field. Most of the escaping particles 
except H, however, have energies less than Jupiter 's escape 
energy. These constitute the extended atmosphere/neutral 
cloud as described earlier for sodium. The accumulation of 
such neutrals, orbiting the planet, is limited by reactions 
with the magnetospheric plasma and solar radiation. Neu
tral lifetimes in the magnetosphere are shown in Fig. 7. 
Neutral lifetimes near Europa are less certain but often as
sumed to be the same. The morphology and density of the 
resulting clouds depend upon the interplay of the neutral 
orbits with the spatially nonuniform magnetospheric plasma 
and solar radiation. The result is clouds having different 
morphologies for different species, each containing infor
mation about the satellite surface, the ejection process, and 
the plasma. 

Observations of the Europa neutral clouds are limited 
and include a few observations of the sodium and potas
sium clouds near Europa, as discussed; a large-scale obser
vation by the Cassini Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument/ 
Ion and Neutral Camera (MIMI/INCA) experiment; and in 
situ plasma measurements. For the sodium and potassium 
clouds , only that fraction roughly contained in a cylinder 
located within 40 RE of Europa has been observed, with a 
significant fraction contained in the bound component. 
These observations proved to be highly valuable in defin
ing the source strengths and energy distributions, their varia
tion with time and location on Europa' s surface , as well as 
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the morphology of the local jovian plasma. The Europa 
sodium cloud is also expected to have a much different mor
phology from the much-studied lo sodium cloud (Burger 
and Johnson, 2004). As seen in Fig. 8b, the column den
sity was largest in the portion trailing Europa's motion , 
whereas Io's forward component dominates. This difference 
is due to the radial morphology of the electron impact ion
ization lifetime of the sodium , which is determined by the 
plasma density and temperature. The potassium cloud has 
been observed and modeled to a far lesser extent (Brown, 
200 I), but is expected to be roughly similar in behavior to 
sodium after accounting for the larger mass of the potas
sium atom. 

A large-scale, azimuthally averaged observation of the 
dominant component of Europa 's neutral cloud was taken 
by the ENA imager during the Jupiter Cassini flyby in 200 I 
(Mauk et al., 2003, 2004). This instrument measures ener
getic neutrals that are generated by the charge exchange 
of the energetic component of the plasma with the neutral 
cloud. Due to the large distance (closest approach -140 RJ) 
and one-dimensional nature of the image, little structure was 
evident , but two distinct enhancements in the 50-80-keV 
neutral particle flux were noted just outside the orbit of 
Europa. Determining the neutral compo sition causing the 
enhancements is problematic, but by assuming a torus ge
ometry, Mauk et al. (2004) estimated a cloud gas content 
of ( 1.2 ± 0.5) x 1034 for a pure H cloud or (0.6 ± 0.25) x 
1Q34 for a mixture of water-group gases dominated by H. 

Several plasma observations near Europa 's orbit are also 
consistent with the presence of a neutral cloud (lagg et al., 
2003; Mauk et al., 2004). The Galileo energetic particle 
detector observed an abrupt change in energetic plasma 
properties with decreasing radial distance upon crossing 
Europa's orbit. In particular, a drop in energetic plasma 
density, including the almost complete removal of protons 
in the tens of keV range (Paranicas et al., 2003; Mitchell et 
al., 2004), an increa se in average energy, and a decrease in 
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the 80- 220-keV protons with pitch angle 90° at L = 7.8 RJ 
(lagg et al., 2003) were interpreted as being caused by 
charge exchange with Europa's neutral cloud. Assuming a 
composition of 20% Hand 80% 0 plus 0 2, Lagg et al. esti
mated the cloud had a density of 20 cm-L50 cm-3, in agree
ment with the ENA-derived numbers (Mauk et al., 2003, 
2004). Statting with Pioneer 10, plasma measurements near 
Europa's orbit consistently indicated enhanced oxygen com
position and higher temperatures, suggesting the presence 
of an oxygen neutral cloud (e.g., Bagenal, 1994, and refer 
ences therein). 

The neutral cloud observations have stimulated several 
three-dimensional simulations: sodium (Leblanc et al., 
2002. 2005), sodium and 0 2 (Burger and Johnson, 2004), 
and O and H2 (Smyth and Marconi, 2006). In each case, 
the species of interest are initialized with a velocity distri
bution for the escaping component. Test particles are fol
lowed along orbits determined by the gravity of Jupiter and 
Europa, and, for sodium , solar radiation pressure. For the 
surface-ejected sodium, Leblanc et al. (2002) took into 
account collisions with the background 0 2 atmosphere. The 
escaped neutrals are destroyed by reactions with the plasma. 
which is more important than the photoionization. The 
particles are followed until they collide with Europa or 
Jupiter, depart the computational domain, or are destroyed 
by an ion or electron. The model for the plasma that is used 
to react with the neutral cloud differed somewhat in each 
study. 

For sodium atoms a spatially nonisotropic sputter source 
with a maximum at the apex of the trailing hemisphere was 
used (Leblanc et al., 2005) as suggested by albedo varia
tions and by Pospieszalska and Johnson ( 1989). Several 
energy/angle distributions for f(E,8) sputtered sodium were 
used in the model and the results of each were compai ·ed to 
the data. The model that best matched the data used f(E,8) -
[2EU/(E + U)3Jcos(8) with U = 0.055 eV, the energy dis
tribution given above for the large sputtering yields for H 20 
carrying off an embedded impurity (Johnson, 2000). The 
excitation and ionization of sodium by electrons was based 
on the radial and latitude dependence of plasma electron 
density given by Smyth and Combi ( 1988). Burger and John
son (2004) calculated a neutral cloud using a spatially iso
tropic source and an energy distribution similar to Leblanc 
et al. (2002). Their electron model was based on the Bage
nal et al. (1994) results at the centrifugal equator and as
suming an exponential drop in density with magnetic lati
tude off the centrifugal equator. The model also accounted 
for an offset dipole and east-west field. For an initial sodium 
flux of 3 x 107 cm-2 s- ', modeled den sities are given in 
Figs. 8a and 8b. Both clouds are concentrated near Europa 
and exhibit a dominant trailing cloud. However, the cloud 
in Fig. 8a is significantly more extended due to the use of a 
lower electron density and thus longer lifetime. 

Smyth and Marconi (2006) simulated the O and H2 neu
tral clouds. The H2 atoms were set in motion using the glo
bally averaged H2 velocity distribution at 1000 km altitude 
derived from the previously described two-dimensional 
DSMC atmo spheri c model. The initial velocity distribution 
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is a Maxwellian at l 20 K with an energetic tail caused by 
collisions with the fast-moving torus plasma. 0 atoms were 
also ejected isotropica lly, but the energy distribution was , 
for simplicity , assumed to be mono energetic with speed 
2.5 km s- 1 (-0.53 eV). Using a velocity distribution for 0 
reduce s the escape flux. In the DSMC simulation, the H2 
escape rate was I .9 x J027 s- 1, while for 0 , 5.0 x 1026 s- I 
was used: the sum of the O escape rate and half of the dis
sociated 0 2 (since half of the resulting O atoms likely im
pact the surface). The pla sma model is an updat e of Smyth 
and Cambi ( 1988) and include s electron s and ions, dipole 
offset, and east-west field . The plasma density and compo
sition dependen ce on mag net ic latitude is obtained by solv-

ing the force-balance equation for the plasma along the field 
lines. The plasma chemistry include s the electron impact 
dis sociation and ionization of H2, ionization of 0 , as well 
as charge exchange of O with the plasma ions, which domj
nate s atomic oxygen loss within 7 R1• The results for H2 
and Oare shown in Figs. 8c and 8d. The den sities are seen 
to peak near the source, forward and trailing cloud s are 
present, and the neutral cloud is organi zed about Europa's 
orbit. The H2 cloud is broader than the O cloud and both 
the O and H2 cloud s are more extended than the short-lived 
sodium cloud (Fig. 7). The neutral cloud s for 0 2, OH , H20 , 
and H were not calculated, but are a smaller fraction of the 
total since H2 has, by about an order of magnitude , the high-
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est escape rate. The neutral cloud identified from the EPD 
and ENA data is likely dominated by H2 since H is much 
more dispersed due to the energy acquired during H2 disso
ciation. 

Europa belongs to a class of sate llites , including Io, En
ce ladu s, and Triton , whose neutral cloud s contain more 
matter than their bound atmospheres (Smyth and Marconi, 
2006). Estimates of the total content of the O and H2 clouds , 
4 .0 x I 032 atoms and 4.2 x I 033 atoms respectively, are 
roughly consistent with the estimates discussed above, but 
exceed by factors of 1000 and 200 their abundances in 
Europa 's bound atmosphere. The ratio for sodium is smaller 
due to the shorter lifetime . By comparison the ratio at Io is 
3 for O and l for S (Wong and Smyth, 2000; Smyth and 
Marconi, 2003), and the total Europa neutral cloud content, 
maximum column density, and maximum density excee d 
that for the total Io neutral cloud (Fig . 9) by a factor of 3. 
Althou gh Io is has a much denser atmosphere and a larger 
source rate , the differen ce is due to the shorter neutral life
time s near Io (Fig . 7). 

The O and H2 cloud s create a source of plasma, prima
rily H2, with a net mass loading rate of 22- 27 kg s- 1 (Smyth 

and Marconi , 2006). It peak s near Europa's orbit and is 
about 10% of Io 's total contribution, but exceed s the Io 
source beyond 8 R1. Althou gh it is not yet clear in what way 
this source affect s the bulk plasma , it has a significant ef
fect on the energetic particle s (Mauk et al., 2004). It de
plete s the energetic plasma, particularly the proton compo
nent , alters the pitch angle distribution and characteristic 
energ y, possibly alters the charge state, and is the primary 
source of the energetic proton s. 

In much ear lier work , Schreier et al. (1993) calculated 
orbitaJiy averaged densities for H20 , 0 2, H2, OH, 0 , and 
H using a box model that accounted for a large number of 
reac tion s between ions and neutrals and a neutral sputter 
ing rate. They predicted that Europa's sputtered product s 
would lead to an enhancement in the oxygen ion composi
tion near its orbit, consistent with observa tion s (Bagenal, 
1994). While they obtained average densities comparable 
to those given above, they predicted H rather than H2 to be 
the den sest neutral cloud. This difference with the more 
recent models described above is due to the use of differ
ent sputterin g yields and neglect of escape dynamic s and 
neutral transport. 
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7. IONOSPHERE MODELING 

Both solar radiation and torus plasma ionize atoms and 
molecules in Europa 's atmosphere, as discussed , resulting 
in an ionosphere. Ions sputtered from the surface are a very 
small source, but may contribute unique ions. The most 
abundant ionospheric constituent at lower altitudes is likely 
Oi-Thermal electrons from the magnetosphere (tempera
ture -20 eV) are primarily responsible for the formation of 
0 2 ions from the dominant 0 2 atmosphere. Each ionization 
event is accompanied by the formation of a cold (-0.5 eV) 
electron (an "ionospheric electron"). This cold ionospheric 
electron population is one of three electron populations near 
Europa, in addition to the thermal (-20 eV) magnetospheric 
electron population and the nonthermal (or "hot") magne
tospheric electron population (sometimes approximated as 
having a temperature -250 eY). The thermal magnetospheric 
population is the most important in determining the lifetime 
of a molecule against ionization (e.g., Table 1 ). The cold 
population doesn ' t cont1ibute to ionization and the nonther
mal population is extremely sparse (Saur et al., 1998; Schil
ling et al., 2007). The cold ionospheric population is, how
ever , the primary population that contributes to dissociative 
recombination (e.g., o r + e ~ 0 + 0). 

At higher altitudes H2 is more abundant (Fig. 4b) so that 
H2 may be expected to dominate for some altitude range 
until the atmosphere is sufficiently tenuous and the magne 
tospheric ions dominate. Transport of plasma into the sur
face and out of the atmosphere limit s the accumulation of 
plasma , as doe s, to a lesser extent, dissociative recombi 
nation of the ionospheric ions. The ionosphere of Europa, 
unlike ionosphere s formed in an atmo sphere threaded with 
closed magnetic field lines or a dense atmosphere, such as 
Earth and Mars , is continuously lost to the plasma torus on a 
timescale of minutes. As a result, the ionosphere is expected 
to be rapidly responsive to changes in torus properties. In 
addition, due to so lar radiation and the histories of the flux 
tubes intercepting Europa, a dynamic and anisotropic iono
sphere that feed s europagenic ions into the plasma torus is 
expected. 

Although Europa's ionosphere has been observed by the 
Galileo spacec raft (section 2.1 above), there have been few 
effort s modeling the ionosphere. Saur et al. (1998) calcu
lated the electron density in Europa 's atmo sphere. Using a 
model for the electric and magnetic fields for a magnetized 
flow interacting with a satellite developed by Wolf-Gladrow 
et al. ( 1987) they developed a three-dimen sional plasma
neutral interaction model for a constant magnetic field. 
Although more recent mode ls (Shematovich et al., 2005 ; 
Smyth and Maconi , 2006) predict a bound 0 2 atmosphere 
with a sca le height of 20 km near the surface, the neutral 
atmosphere was assumed to be 0 2 with a r- 2 height depen 
denc e. They also chose an 0 2 surface density that varied 
from the trailing to leading hemisphere as prescribed by 
Pospieszalska and Johnson ( 1989) , in contradiction to later 
estimates of a more uniform production of 0 2. Charge ex
change and ion-neutral elastic collisions for the ions and 

electron impact ionization, dissociation, excitation, and re
combination for the electrons were taken into account. As 
mentioned above, they likely overestimated the atmospheric 
sputtering rate. The electron density and temperature were 
calculated for a model with a column of 5 x 1014 cm-2 and 
depletion scale height of 145 km, the result of constrain
ing the model to match the oxygen line brightnesse s (Hall 
et al., 1998). The calculated electron density in the equa
torial plane, shown in Fig. 10, was anisotropic with larger 
densities on the inside of the flanks, reaching a maximum 
of about 9000 cm-3, roughly agreeing in magnitude and 
anisotropy with Kliore et al. (1997). These are mostly iono
spheric (cold) electrons. In the wake , there were no elec
trons, a limitation of the model rather than a prediction. 
They also suggested that atmospheric conductivity could 
affect the estimate of the induced-dipole signature attrib
uted to a subsurface ocean. 

Kabin et al. (1999) and Liu et al. (2000) constructed self
consistent MHD models , i.e., the model plasma produces 
a magnetic field in addition to being affected by it. Unlike 
Saur et al. ( 1998), they also included the Europa's induced 
magnetic dipole , which is thought to be generated by a con
ductive subsurface ocean as a response to its motion rela
tive to Jupiter's magnetic field (Khurana et al., 1998; chap
ter by Khurana et al.). Kabin et al. (1999) and Liu et al. 
(2000) varied Europa's boundary conditions (superconduct
ing sphere vs. absorbing boundary) , dipole moment , mas s 
loading rate, and other parameters to find the best fit to Gali
leo magnetometer data. They found that the ionosphere/ 
magnetosphere interaction makes a significant contribution 
to the magnetic field perturbation near Europa , but that the 
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Fig. 10. Model of the density of the equatorial cold electrons 
density in units of 40 cm-3 (Saur et al., l 998). +xis the corotation 
direction. On the right is Europa's wake, where the electron den
sity is zero in this model. 

magnetometer data still requires an induced dipole, such as 
might be created by a conductive subsurface ocean. Fig
ure l shows a schematic of the warped magnetic field near 
Europa. 

Tho se models used fixed dipole s to approximate Eu
ropa's subsurface electromagnetic induction. Most recently , 
Schilling et al. (2007 , 2008) modeled the electromagnetic 
induction self-consistently by including a conductive inte
rior and time-varying magnetic field. In this model, Europa 
leaves a smaller wake in the magnetospheric plasma than 
in the models of Kabin et al. ( 1999) and Liu et al. (2000). 
Schilling et al. (2008) also predict lower pickup ion densi
ties in the wake than Kabin et al. (l 999) and Liu et al. 
(2000). This new model wake is in much better agreement 
with Galileo PLS data (Paterson et al., I 999; chapter by 
McGrath et al.) than previous models. 

8. DETECTION OF EUROPA'S ATMOSPHERE 

8.1. Remote Detection 

Remote detection is discussed in detail in the chapter by 
McGrath et al. Even though Earth-based observations of 
Europa's atmosphere are hampered by the low densities 
seen in the models and a lack of wavelength coverage, the 
wealth of likely species suggests that new attempts shou ld 
be made. Since sodium and potassium are important traces 
species, continuing observations of the changes in inten 
sity and morphology are important for the modeling of other 
trace ejecta. The best method for observing the oxygen at
mosphere is the FUY O I emission lines at 130.4 nm and 
135.6 nm. 

8.2. Orbiter: Direct Detection Based on Simulations 

The geochemical evolution of the surface and its internal 
composition are among key objectives of a Europa orbiter. 
Therefore, in situ measurement of Europa' s atmosphere, 
combined with modeling, will give critical compositional 
information ; i.e., from an orbiter placed at 100 km above 
the surface, trace species should be detectable (Johnson 
et al., 1998). The I 0-100-k eY S+ and 0+ impacting ener
getic particles act on Europa's surface in a manner similar 
to the ions beams used in secondary ion mass spectrom
etry (SIMS), a widely used techniqu e to measure surface 
composition in the laboratory. SIMS uses a mass spectrom
eter to measure the ions ejected from the surface. Even 
though ions are a small fraction of the ejecta they are more 
readily detected. The yields from Europa' s icy surface are 
large enough to produce a detectable flux of ejected ions, 
and , as already discu ssed, the dominant component of ions 
is produced from neutral atmospheric molecules. 

Although the yield from sputtered hydrocarbons is domi
nated by decomposition products , such as CH4 and C2H, 
if organics (e.g., gylcerol, POM , L-Leucine ) are present in 
the ice on Europa's surface, whole molecule s can be sput
tered into the atmosphere (Johnson and Sundqvist, 1992). 
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Characteristic ions would also be ejected: e.g., the sputter
ing of cysteine produces HCN+, CO2, and even the whole 
molecules that are protonated (addition of H+) (Benning
hoven et al., 1987). However , organics in the near- surface 
region are exposed to UV and particle radiation for many 
years before being sputtered, and thus will be replaced by 
stable decomposition product s such as CO, HCO, HCN, etc. 
This chemistry is further complicated by the oxidizing sur
face; e.g., CO produced by decomposition would likely 
react in the surface to become CO 2 (Johnson et al., 1998). 
In spite of such complications, near Europa ion detections 
to date suggest that the local plasma will be rich in species 
that are characteristic of the surface composition. 

The ion densities vs. altitude were roughly estimated for 
sputtering of species for which laboratory sputtering data 
were available (Johnson et al.. 1998). For simplicity, the 
neutral column density of impurity sputter products were 
each scaled to 1 % of the 0 2 column density if they were 
volatiles, such as CO 2 and S0 2, or to 1 % of the H20 col
umn density for refractory species such as salts and organ
ics. Combining these neutral densities with ionization life
times, CO2, CO+, NO+, N2, CH;t, NH3, S0 2, NaSO+, and 
HCO+ could have densities larger than IO particles/cm3 at 
100 km from Europa's surface. Since a typical ion spec
trometer can measure densities smaller than I 0-3 cm-3 if 
such trace species are present they should be detectable. 
Similarly, since a typical neutral spectrometer measures 
densities larger than l cm-3, a neutral mass spectrometer 
will also be useful. A combination of both neutral and ion 
spectrometers cou ld therefore provide a useful set of sur
face-related information. Because ejected ions are imme
diately picked up and can be driven into the surface on the 
trailing hemisphere, detailed modeling of the near-surface 
densities is needed. In this way, a low-altitude orbiter could 
associate local variation of atmospheric composition and 
density with surface features . At I 00 km in altitude, it is 
expected that a mass spectrometer should provide a spatial 
resolution at the surface of the same size. 

Europa 's bulk composition may be also deduced from 
in situ atmospheric measurement. As for the sodium, where 
the escape rate was used to derive a surface concentration, 
it should be possible to derive aspect s of Europa 's interior 
composition from the full compliment of ejecta. Such mea
surements would need to energetically characterize the prin
cipal escape processes and the implantation rate of exogenic 
species. These are feasible using both neutral and ion mass 
and energy spectrometers. 

A hydrated substance has been identified on Europa 's 
surface via IR spectroscopy (e.g., Spencer et al., 2006). 
Orlando et al. (2005) suggested that it as a combination of 
hydrated salts such as Na2so; x H20 and Mgso ; x H20 , 
and the radiolysis product H2so : X H20 (e.g., Carlson et 
al., 2002). Wiens et al. ( 1997) sputtered pure (nonhydrated) 
NUiS0 4 and identified the neutral product s via laser ion
ization. The dominant sputter product was sodium, accom
panied by NaO, NaS, Na2 , NUiO, etc. They also found an 
extremely low sputtering yield, 0.1 to 0.2 atoms ejected per 
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3.5 keY Ar+. The yield for H20 at comparable heavy ion 

energy is about 2 orders of magnitude larger. Such low sput

tering yields could not account for the sodium so urce rate 

needed to model Europa's sodium cloud, but there have 

been no similar experiments for Na 2SO; x H 20. The robust 

source rate seen for sodium suggests that other components 

of the unidentified hydrated material would likewi se be 

sputtered in amounts comparable to their abundance. There

fore, the hydrated substance could be identified by a mass 

spectrometer in orbit. 

A combined in situ measurement of Europa atmosphere 

by ion and neutral mass and energy spectrometers would 

also allow a better interpretation of the surface spectral sig

natures obtained remotely and from the orbiter. Such a 

spectrometer would need to cover a mass range of up to 

400 amu with a mass resolution (m/t1m) between 800 and 

1000 if organics are targeted, and would require a typical 

sensitivity of around I Q-3 ions/cm 3 and on the order of 

100 neutral/cm 3 (Cassidy et al., 2009). In order to distin

guish between plasma ions and locally formed ions, an en

ergy range between thermal energies up to few 100 keV 

with an energy resolution around 10% is required. For the 

neutral spectrometer to distinguish between bound and es
caping molecules, an energy range between thermal energy 

up to few ten s of eY and an energy resolution around I 0% 
would be required. Such spectrometers are presently being 

designed. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The intense plasma flux onto Europa's water ice su rface 

creates a thin but detectable atmosphere and iono sp here as 

well as an extensive neutral cloud. Modeling shows the se 

are rich in spec ies derived from Europa's surface. Heavy 

ions in the jovian plasma erode the surface ejecting up to 

-1000 H 20 molecules per ion and any trace spec ies that 
may be present in the surface. This robust proce ss ca n eject 

even refractory components, as sugge sted by the observed 

sod ium , which might originate in hydrated sulfate salts. 

Alone , such sa lts have relatively small sputtering yields , but 

imbedded in an ice matrix identifiable components are 

readily ejected by the incident heavy ion s. Therefore, most 

trace species in the surface will be present in the bound and 

extended atmosphere in some form, so that a sensitive ion 

and/or neutral ma ss spectro meter in orbit around Europa 

would be able to identify many of the surface components. 

The incid ent plasma ion s and electrons also break chemi

cal bonds, which then can recombine to form new s ub 

stances , a process called radiolysis. This produces the 0 2 
trapped in the surface and that dominates the near -s urfac e 
atmosphere, as shown by modeling and confirmed b y recent 

Cassini observations. That is, although H20 is the dominant 

ejecta it st icks efficiently to surface grains while 0 2 does 

not. Recent modeling shows that 0 2 eventually react s in the 

regolith or is destroyed (d issocia ted or ionized and swept 

away) by the magnetospheric plasma or so lar photons. Such 

interactions are also responsible for the complexity of Eu

ropa's ionosphere. 
Along with eve ry 0 2 created by radiolysis, in steady state 

two H 2 molecule s are also created. These molecules more 

readily escape Europa's surface material and its gravity to 

form the most abundant component of Europa's neutral gas 

cloud, a cloud that, models and observations suggest, con

tains I Ox as many atoms and molecules as Europa's bound 

atmosphere and possibly more than Io's neutral cloud. This 

cloud strongly depletes the inward diffusing energetic 

plasma and is a source of fast H atoms and protons for the 

magnetosphere. Europa's cloud is, nonetheless , harder to 

detect by remote sensing than Io's neutral cloud, but a minor 

component, sod ium , has been studied extensively. The 

modeling results, along with the observations of the less

abundant potassium, have supported the tentative conclu

s ion that Europa's sputtered sodium may be endogenic. 

Because this result, if proven to be correct, has implications 

for the presence of an ocean, further alkali observations and 

concomitant modeling are needed. In addition, in situ and 

remote observations should reveal the presence of many 

more species as suggested by the modeling described above 

and by the Galileo measurements of the ion environment. 

Since those neutrals that are ionized near Europa provide 

a readily detectable plasma source, we expect a rich ion en

vironment both close to Europa and in the jovian magneto

sphere near Europa's orbit. 

The modeling described above has shown that the atmo

sp heric st ru cture is comp lex, but appears to co rrectl y de 

scribe the available observations of the oxygen, hydrogen, 

and sodi um content of Europa's grav itationally bound at

mosphere and neutral clouds. Based on the physics and 
chemistry in these models , there is now a critical need for 

detailed modelin g of the desorption of other important trace 

su rfac e constituents, and for correctly modelin g the iono

sphe re, which is spat ially and temporally va riable. Such 

efforts, however , will require a more accurate description 

of the magnetosphere/satellite interactions, as discussed in 
the chapter by Kivelson et al., a project that is cr itically 

important for the planning of a Europa mi ssion. 
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Plate 23. Compilation of all the Galileo radio occultation and near-occultation results illustrating the nonunifonniry of Europa's iono

sphere. Figure courtesy of A. Kliore. 

Accompanies chapter by McGrath et al. (pp. 485-505). 
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Plate 24. Schematic of Europa's interaction with Jupiter's magnetosphere. Jons and electrons trapped by Jupiter's magnetic field alter 

and erode the surface. producing a tenuous atmosphere composed mostly of 0
2 

with an extended neutral torus of primarily H
2
. 

Accompanies chapter by Johnson el al. (pp. 507-527). 

Plate 25. Average Na emission intensity (in kilo

Rayleigh) at 4 Europa radii from the surface at dif

ferent positions around Jupiter (Leblanc et al., 

2005). The red part on the surface is the preferen

tially bombarded trailing hemisphere, whereas the 

dark part represents the night hemisphere. Also in

dicated is Jupiter·s shadow at Europa's orbit; sizes 

of Jupiter and Europa are not to scale. White arrows 

indicate where accumulation of Na atoms on the 

leading side may occur. 

Accompanies chapter by Johnson et al. (pp. 507-

527). 
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